Are DNA flow cytometry measurements providing useful information in the management of the node-negative breast cancer patient?
The appropriate management of the breast cancer patient with early stage disease is a controversial, frustrating issue. If laboratory tests could accurately predict tumor behavior, however, the clinician and patient would be greatly aided in their treatment decisions. Although imperfect, there are several new and significant factors that can be used to predict patient prognosis; the most promising and well studied of these factors are DNA flow cytometry measurements. There are at least two estimates of tumor aggressiveness that we can obtain from DNA flow cytometry: one is an estimate of the tumor DNA content or ploidy and the other is an estimate of the tumor proliferative capacity. These measurements have their greatest clinical impact in the node negative patient predicting for relapse-free survival and overall survival. Estimates of proliferative capacity are independent predictors of patient prognosis. Estimates of DNA content are at times controversial and yet still are helpful in distinguishing prognostic subgroups of proliferative activity and may have additional clinical relevance. This discussion will summarize the data obtained from DNA flow cytometry measurements supporting their use as clinically important markers of prognosis in the node-negative patient.